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Imagination is more
important than
knowledge. Knowledge
is limited. Imagination
encircles the world.

”

Albert Einstein

Chairman’s Desk

A small step, to a stride,
to the walk of whole Life...
There is a genius in every child, that needs to be seen and identified.
There is a genius in every child, that is to be moulded and crafted to
perfection.
There is a genius in every child, that needs to be taught what to think and
how to think.
Education is that weapon that can change the World and the World is
waiting for that...

Principal’s Desk

Pabitra Routray
Chairman

The Guiding Light
At SKIS we strive to create a dynamic environment for education and set the
stage for a student's achievement and success. We encourage our students
to challenge themselves, celebrating their creativity, initiative and
individuality, through their daily interactions in the classroom as well as
through theirparticipation in many co-curricular programmes. Our students
are provided with the foundation for a lifelong love of learning. We are
partners in your children's education, so please keep an active and open line
of communication with all of us at SKIS. It is our commitment to our students
that we SHALL extend the best innovative practices in every sphere of their
schooling.
Here, I wish everyone a significant and remarkable journey ahead!
S. Sarangi
Principal
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Open you Child's Mind
to a New School of Thought

L

et the Children Play. Learning does not mean to be a book worm. It can also be
derived from fun, stimulation or from any adventurous activities. Further, it
enhances the ideologies of the students to be expert in both curricular and cocurricular activities.

Physical Space Translates
into Mental Space.

I

t is the task of every School to
bring out the best in every child.
The first step in this process is to
restore a child his childhood. It helps
a child to become a self-possessed
individual as well as a valuable
member of the society. In short, it is a
synthesis of moder nity and
traditional values which open the
way towards Global perspective.

SKIS believes in these values as the
morality stands a point of factor for a
child's bright future. The school
assembly encourages pupils to
reflect upon universal values of
kindness, love, respect, truth and
cooperation. These values are taught
in the school as SKIS believes that
they are a key to a child's success in
life.

Shree Krishna International School

S

hree Krishna International
School is prominently built up
on a picturesque, lush green
plot in Malipada, Bhubaneswar. It
boasts of a sprawing campus of 2
acres full of greenery and an ecofriendly ambience. It has splendid
building and state of the art facilities.
The campus is eco-friendly and
expansive: we believe physical
space is essential for the growth of a
child as it gets translated info mental
space. Standard II to X in the Main
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campus while Junior section
comprising of Creche to Standard I is
housed in a spacious building in the
foothills of Khandigiri, Bhubaneswar.
All efforts are handled to improve all
round development of Students
through various activities (indoor &
outdoor). A complete education of a
student required to present him to
face the competitive world and to
make him a good citizen. The school
is striving for its vision with earnest
efforts and enthusiasm.

We want
our students to be

Curriculum

Literate
Social
Competent

Numerate

Information &
Communication
Technology
Savvy

Ethical
Intelligent Depositions:
Intelligent
Attitude & Behaviour

Thinkers who
reason, question
analyse

Understanding of
other Culture

Creative
(as in Thinking)

Team Players
Self-Managers

S

hree Krishna offers CBSE
stream, under the guidance of
renowned teachers. The
school goes beyond to make one a
simple literate. The school provides
the necessary physical, emotional
and aesthetic environment to help
students to maintain balance and
equilibrium in life both in relation to
self and to the rest of the world, both
Personal Success and with the wider
Society. They will learn to be
skeptical yet optimistic, doubting yet
positive, intellectually
uncomfortable yet constructive,

competitive yet not destructive.
Education at Shree Krishna is
experiential, joyful and focused on
education for better understanding.
We firmly believe that for effective
learning, children must explore ideas
rather than merely receiving
knowledge. In all our teaching
learning process, both practical
experience and direct participation of
the student are emphasized. Critical
thinking is encouraged. Students
carry on their own research instead
of depending only upon teachers
only upon teachers and text books.

Activities

E

vents and Activities including special day celebrations are conducted
here to extend honour to the Great People and our Rich Culture as well
SKIS provides all types of exposure by conducting myriad activities.

Cultural

Creative

Intellectual

Ratha Yatra

Card Making

Seminars

Rakshya Bandhan

Ice-cream Activity

Group Discussion

Ganesh Puja

Diya Making

Elocution

Diwali

Marble Printing

Creative Writing

Teacher's Day

Rakhi Making

Science Experiment

and many more......
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A World of Facilities

Smart Class Room

K

eeping in mind today's trend and perception towards Learning, AudioVisual Learning process is adopted for their thorough understanding.
To ensure personal care. Student and Teacher ratio is maintained i.e.,
20:1. This ensures to keep observation on Students and their Studies.

Hygienic Food

A

part from maintaining hygiene and providing nutritious food, we
ensure a Motherly touch while consuming the food and not make them
feel home away. Our chefs can happily accomodate special dietary
with catering requirements.

Library

T

he School library is the conductive place for study. It supports the
students and teachers by providing current, adequate and appropriate
information. It is also to ensure that all the students, teachers and staffs
are effectively using ideas and information.
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Gymnasium

H

ealth plays an important role in every field of life and to maintain a
healthy body and mind. The school has a full fledged gymnasium and
indoor game facilities like badminton court, chess, carom, etc.

Clubs

I

nteractive and communicative learning are nurtured through Student
Clubs which include Extempore on Scientific, Cultural, Educational, Social
and Global Issues. Some how this also contributes for their all round
development and enhancement of their inter-personal skills.

Transportation

T

o ensure less travelling time and Safe transportation, Trusted Vehicles
and Drivers are sent to door step with 15-20 students in each Vehicle.
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Body Compliments the Mind
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The School's spacious grounds

T

he process of learning goes beyond bookish knowledge,. The School's
spacious grounds are attractively landscaped with carefully selected
trees, bushes and flowering plants, creating a welcoming environment
and providing pleasant meeting places for pupils during breaks. The students
involve themselves in various indoor as well as outdoor activities by keeping
the notion in mind that "A sound mind calls for an agile body".

Activity/Learning Centre

C

lub activities help the students to learn and practise skills that will help
them to express their individuality. To nurture the talent of each
student, SKIS has made extensive arrangements that enable the
students to learn different arts, crafts, music and dance. The school provides
a rich variety of activities namely as a club like Arts club, Music club,
Sculpture & Pottery club, Dance club, Karate and Yoga classes for
meaningful engagement depending on their needs and interests.

Sports & Games

T

he concept "HEALTH IS WEALTH" has motivated us to give equal
emphasis to physical education along with the academic activities. Our
school provides ample opportunities to develop physical health,
positive personality and imbibe ethical social values by encouraging students
participation in various sports activities.

Culture & Tradition

C

ulture is the widening of the mind and of the spirit. To inculcate this,
the students are taught to pay respect to persons, places heritage,
monuments, environment by organising various programmes
regularly like Field Trip, Plantations, Skits, etc. We are dedicated to promote
and develop the dignity and integrity of each person in an atmosphere of
justice, love and respect.

“Any activity becomes creative
when the DOER cares about doing
it right or better."
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Admission Procedure

Admission Procedure

A

dmission is based on the availability of seats and the management
reserves the right of admission. The entry point is Creche onwards. The
Selection Committee will decide the eligibility of the candidates. Children
are admitted after an entrance exam.
Applications must be made in the prescribed form in the following format:
Transfer Certificate issued by the school last attended
Original Mark Sheet
Original Birth Certificate from the Corporation/ Municipality
Passport size photographs (3 nos.)
Registration Fees of Rs. 5,000.00 only at the time of admission. You can also
register through our website www.skisbbsr.org
Please Note:
Submission of application form does not guarantee admission.
Candidates willing to enrole as resident scholars will be preferred.
Short-listed candidates will have to submit a Medical Certificate.

Age criteria for application of admission
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Standard

Age

Standard

Age

Play School

2+ Years

STD - 2

7 Years

Nursery

3+ Years

STD - 3

8 Years

KG I

4+ Years

STD - 4

9 Years

KG II

5+ Years

STD - 5

10 Years

STD - 1

6 Years

STD - 6-9

11 Years & Above

Confirmation of admission

Confirmation of admission

O

n receipt of acceptance of admission, parents have to deposit the
fees within the stipulated date along with the original documents.

Residential students are required to submit the following additional
documents:
a) Fitness Certificate b) Undertakings and agreement signed by parents
SKIS, School Fee Structure for the Session 2017-18
Sl No

Class

1

Play

2

Package for Whole Year
(excluding dress, books, transport)

Package for Whole Year
(excluding dress, books, transport)

Sl No

Class

Rs. 20,000

8

Std-V

Rs. 60,000

Nur

Rs. 30,000

9

Std-VI

Rs. 70,000

2

LKG

Rs. 40,000

10

Std-VII

Rs. 70,000

3

UKG

Rs. 40,000

11

Std-VIII

Rs. 80,000

4

Std-I

Rs. 40,000

12

Std-IX

Rs. 80,000

5

Std-II

Rs. 40,000

13

Std-X

Rs. 80,000

6

Std-III

Rs. 60,000

7

Std-IV

Rs. 60,000

Hostel fees will be 4000 per month

1) Registration fees Rs 5000 for the session 2017-18.
2) School fees will be paid by CHEQUES / DD / NEFT.
3) Books, dress and transportation fees is not included in the package.

Mode of payment

Prize Distribution
by Eminent Personalities

In the form of Cash/DD drawn in favour of 'Shree Krishna International School'
payable at Bhubaneswar.

Parents Testimonials

Parents Testimonials
"We are really honoured to find a School which gives good importance to
human values, ethics & culture in this age of materliasation. This
undoubtedly will make a child civilised and cultured. We find the
education pattern very effective which is helping our child to have strong
foundation from the basis."
Deepak Dash
Asst. Manager, Vodafone, BBSR

"SKIS is the prototype of a parent and child friendly school, which
provides cohesive environment for mental, physical and social growth in a
very comprehensive and multi modal way... We, the Parents, whole
heartedly wish all growth and further development for the school... We
feel relaxed and proud to be SKISians..."
Dr. Neha Singh
Asst. Professor, SUM Hospital, BBSR

"SKIS imbibes Sober behaviour, Kind heartedness, Intelligence and
Student oriented educational hub for all round development and
nourishment of a Student. This in turn makes the students complete and
prepare to march ahead for themselves, their Society, their Country and
for the whole Universe at large."
Parfulla Ku Jena
Chief Manager, Personal Banking Division, SBI Main Branch, BBSR

"SKIS has been instrumental in developing the right scholastic aptitudes
and attitude in our child. The extremely caring teachers create an
environment which is apt for learning and developing good habits in these
tender years. There are facilities for various sports and group activities to
promote teamwork, leadership and the sense of universal brotherhood
'among the students'."
Dr. Debapriya Bandyopadhyay
Asst. Professor, Department of Biochemistry
All India Institute of Medical Sciences, BBSR

City Office & Campus: 11, Kolathia, Khandagiri, Bhubaneswar-30, Odisha
Main Campus: 96, Maliapada, Bhubaneswar-03, Odisha
Contact: +91 - 8260022022, 0674-6502244
Email: skise.odisha@gmail.com
Web: www.skisbbsr.org

